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I.  Congressional Updates:  

 

 Experts say that there is little hope for the United States to 

sign on to the Trans-Pacific Partnership following Donald 

Trump’s surprise victory on Tuesday. Trump made his 

opposition to the trade deal a key pillar of his campaign. 

In a statement reported by Inside U.S. Trade, House Ways 

& Means Committee Chairman Kevin Brady (R-TX) said 

that the current administration has not yet fully addressed 

members’ concerns and “as a result, this important 

agreement is not ready to be considered during the lame-

duck and will remain on hold until President Trump 

decides the path forward.” Senate Majority Leader Mitch 

McConnell (R-KY) likewise said in a press conference 

that the TPP “is certainly not gonna be brought up this 

year.” Read more here and here.   

 

 As of Friday morning, Chairman of the House Judiciary 

Subcommittee on Intellectual Property, the Courts, and 

the Internet Darrell Issa (R-CA) is ahead 51% to 49% in 

his reelection bid against former Marine colonel Doug 

Applegate. All precincts have reported, but many of them 

only partially. While Applegate’s campaign says that they 

are “cautiously optimistic” because “there are tens of 

thousands more votes to count,” Rep. Issa has claimed the 

victory, saying that he is confident the remaining ballots 

“will affirm the results from Election Night.” Read more 

here. 

 

 On Monday, The Washington Post published an article 

detailing how “music artists are reacting with outrage at 

the dismissal” of Maria Pallante as Register of 

Copyrights. The piece includes statements from 

songwriter and music publisher Dean Kay and singer Don 

Henley, both of whom bemoan Pallante’s removal and 
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express concern that the influence of large technology companies such as Google allegedly 

played a role in her departure. Read more here. 

 

 Former Congressman and Chairman of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on Intellectual 

Property Howard Berman (R-CA) published an op-ed in The Hill this week praising Maria 

Pallante’s service as Register of Copyrights. The piece presents a detailed account of 

Pallante’s accomplishments at the Copyright Office, such as developing an improved 

registration database, calling for a review of the copyright system, producing an average of 

two major policy reports each year, updating the Copyright Office Compendium, and hiring 

the Office’s first-ever chief technology officer. Read more here. 

 

II. Judicial Updates:  

 

 Cox Communications has filed an appeal with the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in a bid 

to overturn a previous ruling that Cox infringed the copyrights of music publisher BMG 

Rights Management. That ruling awarded BMG $25 million in damages. The case concerns 

Cox’s refusal to forward certain infringement notices containing settlement demands Cox 

deemed “extortionate.” Cox argues that the previous ruling, if not overturned, would “force 

ISPs to terminate subscribers’ Internet access…based on the say-so of third parties.” Read 

more here. 

 

 Film companies Twentieth Century Fox and Warner Bros have filed a lawsuit against a 

group of defendants, many unnamed, for allegedly infringing copyrights on shows such as 

‘The Big Bang Theory’ and ‘Sons of Anarchy’ by selling copies of the works on eBay. The 

companies say their complaint will be amended to include the names of the defendants once 

they have been identified. Read more here. 

 

 

III. Administration Updates: 

   

 Politico reports that Donald Trump is “heading to the White House openly hostile to many 

of the tech industry’s top priorities in Washington.” Trump has criticized large technology 

companies in the past, such as when he called for a boycott of Apple products following the 

company’s refusal to allow the FBI access to an iPhone belonging to one of the San 

Bernardino attackers. Additionally, he has stated his opposition to net neutrality, the ICANN 

transition, and the H-1B visa high-skilled immigration program. Read more here. 

 

IV. International Updates: 

 

 The Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) has ruled that libraries can lend out 

electronic books just as they can lend out physical books. The ruling comes in a case 

between an organization representing public libraries in the Netherlands and the Dutch 

government. The European and International Booksellers Federation (EIBF) called the 

ruling “dangerous,” arguing that it “does not take into account the economic reality of the 

book chain.” Read more here. 
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 A large group of content industry organizations has published an open letter in Swedish 

newspaper Dagens Nyheter calling on the Swedish government to make greater efforts to 

combat piracy. The signatories include creators, distributers, and publishers, as well as the 

groups IFPI and Rights Alliance. In particular, the letter calls for legislation to treat 

infringement more seriously, legal clarification on “temporary copies of copyrighted works” 

from streaming sites, as well as “clarification of the Internet operators’ responsibility to 

block illegal sites.” Read more here.  

 

 

V.  Industry Updates: 

  

 On Monday, the U.S. Copyright Office issued a notice of inquiry seeking further comments 

on the impact and effectiveness of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) safe 

harbor provisions. Additionally, the notice asks for parties to submit empirical research 

studies assessing issues related to the operation of the safe harbor provisions on a 

quantitative or qualitative basis. Written responses are due on February 6, 2017. Empirical 

research studies providing quantitative or qualitative data are due on March 8, 2017. Read 

the notice here. 

 

 This week consulting firm PMP Conseil released a study finding that the public 

performance exemption to the U.S. Copyright Act costs rights holders over $150 million 

each year. The study was funded by Gesac, a European organization representing creators.  

Of that $150 million loss, $109 million is borne by U.S. rights holders and $44 million by 

European rights holders. Read more here. 

 

 With Donald Trump’s victory, changes are in store for the Federal Communications 

Commission (FCC). FCC Chairman Tom Wheeler is likely to follow tradition and step 

down, although after doing so he will likely remain on the Commission. Donald Trump will 

have the authority to choose the next chairman, and in the interim period Republican 

Commissioner Ajit Pai could become Acting Chairman. The future of Commissioner Jessica 

Rosenworcel is still up in the air, as Congress has not moved forward with her re-

nomination. Republicans will be wary, however, of allowing Democrats a 3-2 majority on 

the Commission. Another open question is whether Chairman Wheeler will be able to make 

any progress on his set-top box proposal before the beginning of the Trump Administration. 

Even if he does, the plan could be overturned under a new Republican FCC chairman. Read 

more here.  

 

 Fast-growing startup Giphy, the provider of a database of animated GIF files, is beginning 

to raise copyright concerns. Whether animated GIFs are protected under the fair use law has 

not been tested in the courts. GIFS, which have become extremely popular in recent years, 

are often drawn from paid-for content such as television series, movies, and sports 

broadcasts. Read more here.  
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